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Abstract: An approach to use Operational Intelligence with mathematical modeling and Machine
Learning to solve industrial technology projects problems are very crucial for today’s IT (information
technology) processes and operations, taking into account the exponential growth of information
and the growing trend of Big Data-based projects. Monitoring and managing high-load data projects
require new approaches to infrastructure, risk management, and data-driven decision support.
Key difficulties that might arise when performing IT Operations are high error rates, unplanned
downtimes, poor infrastructure KPIs and metrics. The methods used in the study include machine
learning models, data preprocessing, missing data imputation, SRE (site reliability engineering)
indicators computation, quantitative research, and a qualitative study of data project demands.
A requirements analysis for the implementation of an Operational Intelligence solution with Machine
learning capabilities has been conducted and represented in the study. A model based on machine
learning algorithms for transaction status code and output predictions, in order to execute system
load testing, risks identification and, to avoid downtimes, is developed. Metrics and indicators for
determining infrastructure load are given in the paper to obtain Operational intelligence and Site
reliability insights. It turned out that data mining among the set of Operational Big Data simplifies
the task of getting an understanding of what is happening with requests within the data acquisition
pipeline and helps identify errors before a user faces them. Transaction tracing in a distributed
environment has been enhanced using machine learning and mathematical modelling. Additionally,
a step-by-step algorithm for applying the application monitoring solution in a data-based project,
especially when it is dealing with Big Data is described and proposed within the study.

Keywords: IT Operations; IT Management; decision making; machine learning; operational
intelligence; application performance; Big Data Analytics (BDA)

1. Introduction

The development and growth of academic and enterprise projects, which include the usage
of Big Data processing technologies and intelligent systems, contribute to the spread of distributed
computing, complex architectures construction for data storage and processing, and clusters creation.
Despite this, it is difficult for key decision-makers to find the right solution and qualitatively evaluate
infrastructure needs, develop and deploy certain IT processes, and implement monitoring solutions
to acquire operational insights. The purpose of this article is to facilitate data-driven IT Operations
management decisions based on BDA, Machine learning and Operational Intelligence.
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Identifying the key tools and indicators for data workflow, infrastructure, user satisfaction
monitoring in order to increase user experience, team-working, and project success level is equally
important. Additionally, the study and monitoring methods will help to correctly implement techniques
and ways of collaboration within the organization on the basis of successful use-cases and correct
development of the IT solution implementation strategy.

Research goals are to identify suitable algorithms, methods, and indicators based on a solution
requirements analysis, architectures and clusters development for logs data collection and load
measurement, support decision-making on IT operations based on data-driven operational insights.
The research objectives are to describe the most commonly used existing metrics for analyzing
information technology project activities; their ability to predict and/or identify certain patterns, tools
and methods to improve metrics calculation processes and obtain the best possible result; and to
develop a machine learning model to predict transactional request results to identify defects or possible
system errors of a particular information product and perform further root-cause analysis.

The application of Big Data and Machine learning technologies to a variety of data projects has
always been challenging, as it required an architecture development capable of withstanding high
loads through huge real-time datasets and complex computing processes used for intelligent systems
and other functions. However, the successful application of these technologies can lead to successful
data mining, certain patterns identification and bring new information to organizations. The study of
Gloria J. Miller [1] investigates Big Data and Business Intelligence (BI) projects classification paying
attention to similarities and differences between project types, success factors identification using
quantitative methods, which is quite crucial for making correct decisions and inferences. This research
allows us to observe what factors might increase productivity, accelerate a project and how real-time
monitoring practices, intelligent systems usage can increase all of the above.

Additionally, Papadaki D., Bakas D.N., Karamitsos D., and Kirkham D. [2] were able to
identify relationships between project success criteria and risk and project management using Big
Data technologies, scientific literature databases, and social media data. This study helps classify
potential uncertainties that can minimize the overall performance of a technology project, and it an
important point to take into account when doing research and development activities, including
monitoring implementation.

A study conducted by Gunasekaran A., Papadopoulos T. [3] showed that Big Data and Predictive
Analytics technologies usage correlated with successful decision-making of organization management,
and described an algorithm for successful implementation of a data-driven decision. Key business
decisions and support for operations using data-driven methods is an efficient way to increase
productivity, embedding analytics and requirements analysis to help assess project needs and deal with
risks [4–6]. The study of Pugna, I. B., Dut,escu, A., and Stănilă, O. G. [7] researches the organizational
challenges raised by Big Data technologies, its impact on the business environment and performance
management. The most crucial set of skills to develop a data-driven culture in the organization are as
follows: goal setting, assessing benefits and limitations, learning to trust data and commitment to data
discovery [8].

Machine Learning and Business Intelligence [9] has been successfully used to make the best
decisions for organizations. New trends and specific solutions for the complementary application of
Business Intelligence practices with machine learning are being developed. A combination of these
two techniques helps reveal valuable patterns and bring value to the organization. The trend for using
machine learning to augment and improve existing techniques’ performance is increasing.

The practical applications of Machine Learning for Operations Management and Digital Marketing
are well-studied in the research of Wang Q. [10], who presents approaches to four real-world
academic/industrial problems and their data-driven solution using Machine learning. Specifically,
methods for Credit Debt Collection and contact center staffing are described, namely, the use of
machine learning to predict the likelihood that a person will be able to repay a debt if a bank employee
communicates with him or her on a particular day of the week, which has allowed for a 14% increase
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in debt repayments and improvements management operations in an organization. Using data
mining to analyze a large number of log files and application/transaction data is very useful for
gaining key knowledge about the infrastructure, understanding its data flow and service architecture,
and identifying and predicting the effects of each data pipeline in real-time.

In particular, Stephany S., Strauss C., James A., Calheiros P. [11] developed a new data mining
approach for near-real-time weather monitoring for such countries as Brazil, which lacks weather
radar coverage. Data analysis and insights extraction from information arrays can cut down costs and
increase productivity if the measures are accurate.

Wang Y. [12] and others proposed a data mining method based on unsupervised learning for
unlabeled sheath current data monitoring that leads to effective earlier unknown patterns revealing.
Therefore, applying data analysis and statistical methods for monitoring are discovered and used to
solve problems related to infrastructure and hardware.

Abghari S., Boeva V., Brage J., and Johansson C. [13] and others describe higher-order mining
to monitor heating substations operations and behavior. The proposed solution allows performing
data mining over patterns rather than raw data using cluster analysis, sequential pattern mining,
minimum spanning tree (MST) and other methods. This method shows use-cases of applying analysis
to gain real-time insights as well as collect historical heating substations data to improve industrial
processes. Because of the various technologies for data mining usage [14,15], different visualization
types and analytics help domain specialists in understanding a substation’s operational data. Machine
learning models used for prediction pupils’ successfulness level at educational institutions helped
reveal new insights about the difference between various student/pupil groups and how it affects
studying processes and results. Therefore, creating a mathematical and statistical model for this gives
new knowledge to a particular field of science.

Operational Intelligence is well-suited to interact with Big Data, as it is also a kind of a large
information amount analytics but is more focused on working with real-time data than traditional
Business Intelligence. The tools used for Operational Intelligence can be successfully applied to BDA,
one of which is Splunk [16]. Splunk offers ingesting data from multiple sources, performs analysis
and monitoring directly in the application itself. Custom add-ons bring more insights and help define
the strategy for operational intelligence application. In particular, many use-cases have been already
developed and even successfully implemented with Splunk Enterprise and its Add-on for Machine
Learning (Machine learning Toolkit) that allows a statistician or a data scientist to execute all necessary
steps for statistical/machine learning model development.

Therefore, we claim that a successful combination of Operational Intelligence, Big Data, and
Machine learning is capable of delivering many benefits with a reliable and correct application.

IT operations are one of the most crucial technology project success components, which is why
the correct implementation of these processes will allow an organization to achieve the best result and
create a reliable technology basis and infrastructure for further action. Thus, this research leads to
IT operations optimization by defining the project goal implementation strategy, building the right
software architecture solutions, using BDA, Operational Intelligence, and Machine Learning to monitor
and compute key indicators. Developing successful use-cases will help guide organizations to the
right path and successful project implementation, research, task completion, and more. Operational
Intelligence including the use of Machine Learning is only just gaining its popularity and emerging as
an integral component of IT operations management; consequently, many institutions are unable to
use these technologies properly due to lack of experience and expertise in this field.

Many research and industrial projects that use analytics and Big Data are incapable of implementing
the solutions qualitatively due to lack of experience and inability to find usage of the acquired insights.
For example, in the medical field, about 84% of healthcare providers using Big Data technologies do not
receive any benefit from this technology because of a lack of experience in implementing data-driven
decisions and scarcity of analytic across a wide range of functions experience. In addition, 85% of
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institutions [17,18], regardless of the type of activity involved in Big Data projects, fail to apply Big
Data solutions and use all the benefits of it.

Thus, organizations that have not been able to take full advantage of Big Data through an improper
approach are immediately moving to other modern technologies. This creates a temporary mainstream
benefit from which has only a small number of institutions and departments.

Most of the studies referenced are primarily focused on historical data, high-level/overview
monitoring practices without the application of mathematical modeling and machine learning, which
can help to solve a huge range of problems related to industrial data projects. A need for site
reliability practices is needed to augment APM (application performance monitoring) and analytics.
The novelty of the study is to obtain a highly accurate model for transactions tracing in a real-time
distributed environment based on machine learning and mathematical modeling techniques together
with Operational intelligence and SRE to enhance technology, especially data-based projects’ success
levels, get extra insights into what is actually happening in a particular tier/layer of a data/IT operation
process. A proper way of implementing an Operational Intelligence solution within a technology
project is proposed and described. This allows project members to maintain a system availability
at a high level, monitor particular operations, and identify particular problems early. Real-time
monitoring practices are crucial and do not only focus on historical data, which is valuable, but also
on real-time insights to perform well-arranged two-level (historical and current datasets) analysis.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 contains materials and methods for the correct
implementation of Operational Intelligence best-practices, data preprocessing and processing methods
used, and key metrics used for APM and management; Section 3 contains the results with a proposed
machine learning model for real-time transactions tracing, dataset and environment specifications and
challenges; Section 4 highlights the main characteristics that the research is based on, requirement
analysis for real-time monitoring solution including Splunk, a novelty approach for dealing with huge
amounts of real-time data; Section 5 contains a conclusion of the main study focus and findings, and
states a specific aspect that needs to be studied more within further researches.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Main Research Methods Used

The main focus in the study is done on real-time data and ingesting logs to obtain operational
intelligence insights with the application of machine learning and mathematical modeling to the
continuous data stream, performing data-preprocessing on the fly, and making use of site reliability
metrics to predict about 10 classes of transaction output. The methods include traditional data
processing (statistical analysis, feature engineering, data ranges, ratios calculation) as well as the one
with more focus on APM and service level objectives.

Particular methods include traditional data preprocessing: data ranges of certain features;
normalization as a way to improve model accuracy, PCA (principal component analysis) used to select
the best features and reduce dataset dimension, imputation, and removal of missing data; the research
benefited from statistical analysis and feature engineering; and application performance monitoring
has been conducted to get a more accurate view of the system functionality. SRE techniques were used
to define and enhance service level indicators, calculate them thoroughly and make modifications with
the metrics, for example, showing the remaining budget for errors, downtimes not only as standard
quantity but also as a percentage or in minutes. Applying real-time monitoring for system observability
enhanced data pipeline functionality and transaction workflow. Use-cases study of applying machine
learning models to improve and accelerate real-time monitoring has been studied to develop a strategy
for certain technology implementation; quantitative methods have been processed to get an overview of
data projects in industry; qualitative analysis of steps to meet project requirements through monitoring,
and transactions tracing has been done.
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To conduct the study, Splunk as data ingestion and storage, and the its Add-on for Machine
learning has been used. It is beneficial because data pre-processing is made quite carefully with Splunk
search processing language; real-time monitoring dashboards inside Splunk allow the observation of
the needed metrics and conduct all the steps in a single product. Additionally, Splunk has a good data
compression algorithm which allows it to quickly process huge volumes of data. Nonetheless, there
are other options to be used for the above-described methods and steps—for example, Elasticsearch or
a specific programming language with the ability to process real-time data stream, and using machine
learning/data modeling—but it depends on the amount of data to be indexed and requirements.

The problems that have been encountered during the research are getting a lot of messy data with
missing values, ingesting huge amounts of data in real-time, selecting not only the best features but
also the proper for model training data, and giving detailed attention to dataset collection because it
should include various transaction outputs with a certain ratio.

2.2. Operational Intelligence Analytics and Engineering in a Technology Data-Based Project

Data analysis projects have specific specifications and requirements, such as the ability to collect
and store data, information security, environment for data storage availability, data quality and data
manipulation engineering [19,20], a strategy for data usage (which includes goals and aims that are
related to the business problem), tools and software for data processing. [21]. In order to meet all the
above requirements, the article proposes to apply Operational Intelligence Monitoring using machine
learning and BDA. As shown in Figure 1, the initial stage of any Data project is to identify a problem
that needs to be solved with data and information technology and requires the use of root–cause
analysis to identify, discuss, and determine the severity of the business problems. After that, in certain
projects due to lack of time and experience, they often miss the second and third steps and immediately
move on to data collection and analytics. However, the article argues that existing or similar solutions
analysis needs to be done, an effort to successfully implement a similar data-project may have already
been done at a certain institution and find out what benefits it has brought to those organizations,
whether it is able to deliver it to those who have encountered a particular business problem. After
conducting a detailed use-case analysis, it ought to be found out what information is needed, how
to collect it, and where to store it. The next key step is Data Engineering. In case it is enough to be
limited to a small dataset, a single-cluster environment will be deployed that will allow data storage
and collection and making its analytics. Very often, in this case, open-source solutions are used.

If it is needed to collect huge amounts of data but also with the use of real-time data stream
mining, a complex architecture solution for data ingestion and distributed computing is developed.
In such cases, special attention is paid to the usage of cloud technologies capable of processing and
storing large amounts of data or local data centers [22]. In parallel, the processes of building an
Operational Intelligence solution must occur. This is required in order to provide data workflow
monitoring, avoiding missing data and gaps [23], service reliability monitoring, and predict service
downtime, information security, data privacy, quality and integrity checking; compute application
performance specific metrics; implement system reliability engineering practices; and to prevent data
and infrastructure issues. The next step after completing data engineering is analytics, data science,
especially exploratory data analysis, statistical models’ development and selecting the most accurate
one that will be used.

A model that is trained on a pre-collected and refined dataset is deployed on a production
environment and Operational Intelligence is used again not only to monitor all the above but also
to validate and evaluate the model’s accuracy during its usage. Additionally, some mathematical
modeling and machine learning tasks for various industry purposes are likely to be shown on real-time
dashboards, which can be a good way to monitor model performance as well as show its output to
the users. If accuracy does not meet the minimum threshold, project members responsible for the
model training and data science get notifications and alerts for accuracy which is not high enough
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to meet project requirements. If all is well and the data project has allowed resolving the initial task,
monitoring continues until the completion of data engineering and data science parts.Electronics 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 13 
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Thus, the use of Operational Intelligence occurs in a way that monitors the system and research
and development processes and depends on the amount of data collected and processed, as well as the
load on the infrastructure to prevent its failure or incorrect functionality.

To measure the infrastructure load level, specific metrics help to do this possible. In order to
implement an operational intelligence solution inside a technology/data-based project, some indicators,
especially those that are shown in the Table 1, need to be calculated or event ingested with the data itself.
Those metrics help get insightful statistics about each component of a system, detect vulnerabilities and
transform raw data into knowledge and business intelligence. Monitoring availability and performance
increases user-satisfaction level. Thus, the metrics can potentially help observe the most vulnerable
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and weak application components, perform system analysis, and accomplish a service. The metrics are
also related to the field of SRE and defining service level objectives, which is another deep topic for
research. These metrics are very log/application-specific because they show transaction/request output
and describe human–computer interaction with the system. That is what makes them valuable for an
analyst to be processed and project members to monitor, get knowledge and valuable information.
Additionally, machine learning can enhance this experience through intelligent forecasting of these
metrics, applying them as features during data modeling. In other words, a machine learning model for
application performance specific tasks might be improve one of those metrics or get more accurate than
it has been using them. For a detailed description of the indicators used in application performance
monitoring and management, see Table 1.

Table 1. Application Performance Monitoring Metrics.

S. No
Metrics Explanation

APM Metric/Indicator Description

1 Apdex Score

The metric, also known as an Application performance index, is
an open-source standard, which allows splitting user requests
into three groups (satisfied, tolerated, frustrated) by providing a
static/dynamic thresholds which should be met, and measures
their satisfaction/dissatisfaction level. To measure the
satisfaction level, for instance, number of satisfied requests is
summed up with half of the number of tolerated ones and
divided by the total number of requests.

2 Response time

Amount of time a request or a transaction takes to get processed
by a system. It is the elapsed time between the time when client
has sent a request and a server receives it. Usually displayed in
milliseconds.

3 Throughput
The rate at which a request is processed. Usually measured as
requests per minute (rpm). To calculate it, the number of
requests received need to be divided by their response time sum.

4 Error/Availability rate

Error rate stands for percentage of errors that occur during a
period. Availability rate is opposite to error rate, as it displays
number of successful transactions per a time span. It is a ratio of
certain request group.

5 Error budget

The metrics provides a determination of how unreliably a
system of a service is allowed to be within a particular time
range. Is measured by defining service level objectives or
thresholds which need to be met and according to them a
budget for these is created. It can be measured in various
quantities: the remaining number/costs/percentage/minutes.

6 Magnitude

Correlation between current maximum and historical average
values (response time, number of errors, unique users). This
metric compares application specific metrics and shows their
difference before and after a system upgrade; helps system
engineers get more observability and collect metadata about
application specific information.

7 Bounce rate

Usually shows number of visitors to a website who enter the site
and leave it after showing the first page. The metric might be
applied to show ratio of users with more than one unique IP
Addresses or number of single/multiple actions per transaction.

These metrics allow Operational Intelligence engineers to do high-quality and reliable system
and infrastructure monitoring on which data will be stored and processed, user interaction, and data
collection and integrity verification should be checked. Very often, not only management but ordinary
engineers or technology project developers are devoid of operational insights, not always able to
observe infrastructure load and due to this cannot observe and prevent possible downtimes. That is
why the implementation of operational intelligence methods and metrics calculation for application
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performance monitoring will allow project members to collect application logs, queries, perform their
analytics in specialized software, perform security enhancement operations, service troubleshooting
and root-cause analysis.

Each of these metrics and indicators provides user interaction with the infrastructure, data
flow monitoring and certain vulnerabilities and malware detection. For example, response time
for operational intelligence engineering is a very crucial factor to have because it allows complex
indicators computation. Keeping an eye on them for a management level helps make new decisions
and leads to their proper implementation. Application performance management is one of the key
components of Operational Intelligence that corresponds to determining infrastructure load, user
satisfaction level, calculating various ratios, collecting log files and query information in real-time. It is
used for site/service reliability engineering, alerting and monitoring purposes.

A no less important indicator of an application stable operation is downtime. The metric displays
the amount of time when a service component (node, cluster) or even the entire service was unavailable
to users or did not perform its functions as expected. It is identified by receiving the 5XX HTTP
response status code, which means that there is a server-side error in an application. Downtime might
not allow a service to index information, conduct analytics, cause service unavailability for users. It
should be thought of its prevention in the early stages of application architecture development, since
downtime itself causes a lot of damage to the project, suspending the transactions, data flow and more.
In addition to using standard HTTP status codes, we recommend that a system owner uses custom
system status codes to help easily identify issues and their causes.

Therefore, using Operational Intelligence will allow it to be identified and minimized. The effect
of downtimes on the information system in healthcare is studied in the research by Wang Y. and
others [24]. Network downtime minimization techniques are being developed for future use in data
centers and data warehouses [25].

3. Results

3.1. Problem Definition and Tools that Were Used

This article describes the development process and the model for predicting the transaction/request
outcome based on various factors and conditions and specially features, such as request type, method,
transaction duration, error rate, main application, backend or the system, hostname, request message,
environment that is split into testing and production, user-agent, and timestamps including day of the
week, hour and minute of the request as separate features. The data source used for this research is
important as well. A detailed attention should be paid to its description. The data source is a high-load
distributed system with three main applications and about 20 correlated backends and throughput of
about 700 requests per minute. Each transaction goes through all applications and is processed by one
backend which depends on the transaction purpose that is selected by a user/test executor. Therefore,
the transactions are processing in a pipeline and an error might occur on one of the stages. The objective
is to identify on a certain stage the error or prevent it as soon as possible using machine learning and
operational intelligence and avoid similar circumstances during the next requests processing. Using
the Operational Intelligence and Big Data processing Splunk tool with its custom Add-On Machine
learning toolkit (MLTK) the data was indexed, preprocessed and processed, and a model was trained.

This model allowed user-side or backend services error detection before they could arise for a
user by predicting a request or transaction output. It also allows thousands of service performance
behavioral test cases to identify possible system issues, errors, vulnerabilities and prevent them from
being encountered by the user.

3.2. Model Development and Validation

The model was developed using the application and transaction log data collected by Operational
Intelligence monitoring through various data inputs. To train the model, a dataset of 106,417 information
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entities was used, cleaned and normalized using data pre-processing including missing data imputation,
normalization and applying custom data ranges. Selected parameters have the maximum ratio and
relationship to request output, namely HTTP Method, Back-end, application name, user-agent, request
message, response time, hostname, exact timestamp, day of a week, and hour of the day. In total, 91% of
selected for model transactions have a successful output, whereas the percentage of error transactions
is the dataset is equal to 9%. The distribution of error transactions is as follows: 89.8% of failed
transactions are due to server error; 10.2% is because of a user or client-side incorrect/failed requests.
The split for training/test is equal to 80/20, accordingly. The metrics listed in Table 1 were also applied,
which was a feature of the engineering task and helped to increase model accuracy. The algorithms,
including Decision Tree Classifier, Random forest, linear regression, K-NN, were used to train the
model. The Decision Trees model accuracy was 99.99% and allowed us precisely to know transaction
output. The accuracy for this classification method is actual and predicted features, corresponding to
the real and predicted labels, accordingly. The max depth of the tree is set to be expanded until all
leaves of the node get pure. The Gini impurity criterion was used to measure the criterion also known
as the quality of a split. This is also shown in Figure 2. In all cases, the result accuracy was quite high
due to the use of the necessary factors for prediction, categorical and continuous values, as well as the
sufficient amount of data that the model was “fed” with. Thus, the study of the system performance
and the validation of receiving an error with a given set of parameters at the application development
and testing stages were done.
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Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix for model accuracy after training and validation steps.
Due to the presence of transactions with different status codes, huge and well-sampled dataset allows
us to qualitatively design and train the machine learning model. Using the system for Operational
Intelligence and Monitoring Splunk Enterprise enables automation of the processes of data collection
and model training for transaction monitoring and predicting its final output in high-load applications.
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Machine learning models are getting complex and their monitoring is required for the reason
of delivering highly accurate predictions for various industry purposes [26]. Transactions tracing
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is an in-demand feature that allows a system engineering team to check every tier of the data flow,
monitor information processing pipelines, conduct thorough performance testing and find out potential
problems if any occur. This experience might be enhanced using Operational Intelligence technologies
described in this paper as well as apply statistical/machine learning models to get new knowledge and
insights about the application performance itself.

4. Discussion

In total, 77% of the analyzed literature in this research apply historical data for certain academic
or industrial projects and research activities, make little use of complex monitoring using operational
intelligence tools and, in rare cases, are not able to analyze and interpret insights, apply the best practices
for data project processes and implementation, which are very crucial to meet certain requirements.
The remaining 23% of the analyzed literature does not make use of machine learning and SRE in a
real-time data stream, applying monitoring solutions for advanced transactions tracing and defining
service level objectives. Whereas our research is focused on combining historical data analysis as well
as continuous real-time monitoring with specific interest and application performance monitoring,
Big Data-related processes improvements through continuous monitoring, and combining machine
learning, mathematical modeling practices.

The research is based on working with real-time data, applying machine learning models for
a tabular dataset using the Operational intelligence tool Splunk and SRE methods for application
performance monitoring. The developed machine learning model has made a difference to improve
transaction tracing. It helps identify errors, enhance operations, data pipelines to make a project
requirement precise, identify use-cases and apply monitoring for project improvement. Continuous
real-time monitoring combined with machine learning for a certain industrial operational use-case
allows a system to increase availability which is one the factors that lead to higher user satisfaction levels.

As mentioned above, Splunk has been used to conduct the research. It offers multiple license
types for ingesting a needed amount of data. Free development/research licenses for a non-production
environment that allows ingesting up to 50 GB data per day for six months, and has been used for
research and development activities. For small enterprises and organizations, there is also a free license
with limitations to ingest less than 500 MB of data per day. The exact costs need to be clarified in the
Splunk itself and they may be different for various regions.

Multiple calculators are available online to measure how much storage is required and what
number of nodes is needed for ingesting a certain amount of data in a real-time monitoring tool. The
Splunk Sizing calculator has been used to conduct requirement analysis for this research [27]. For
Splunk, in our research, a daily data volume is met with the development license. Up to 50 GB of data
has been ingested regularly, the total retention size is set to 45 days (the data is stored up to 45 days).
For using Splunk Machine learning toolkit, it is recommended to have a separate node. Therefore, the
total number of nodes suggested is two but might be decreased to only one. As an outcome, a total
storage equaling 300 GB is recommended considering the specified above requirements. One of the
most important steps to implement operational intelligence practices and meet project requirements is
to have a clear strategy of what should be done in the scope of a certain data project, collect insights
from operational intelligence to meet a technology project requirements, and even enhance it with
Machine learning.

The current limitation is that the model has been trained on a collected and previously cleaned
data set, missing data has been removed. In further researches, we will focus on the possibility to
select proper data entities for model training in real-time. The main issue is that not all data is clean
enough and dealing with noisy data entities is important as well. Additionally, time-series analysis,
forecasting for application performance purposes needs to be considered for application performance
purposes. Using cases of applying machine learning in infrastructure monitoring is advantageous to
identify successful BDA project patterns.
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5. Conclusions

Operational intelligence will allow you to deploy and refine IT Operations, ingest logs data for
monitoring purposes, keep project members, managers informed about current application status.
Developed model to determine the probable transaction status code allows technology project members
to identify new insights about vulnerabilities and weaknesses in the infrastructure, application or
software before the user encounters them. It also allows users to more efficiently communicate with
application support services, perform causal analysis through Big Data mining, Machine learning, and
perform multiple tests to analyze performance issues and prevent production errors through their
identification on testing stages. A focus is made on adopting real-time monitoring to increase data or
technology project operations, analyzing not only historical but also real-time insights, developing a
proper strategy and implementing it using data-driven methods, using site reliability and machine
learning to make infrastructure availability up to 100% availability.

The created machine learning model enhanced and made it possible to perform transaction
tracing in a distributed environment; applying SRE metrics together with mathematical modeling
is beneficial to improve various processes. A lot of technology projects lack operational insights,
advanced infrastructure, data pipelines monitoring and applying mathematical modeling to prevent
errors; the model can be used to execute various test-suites and scenarios, and monitor its output as
well. As it has turned out, key data project success factors are not only infrastructure availability, a team
of analysts who perform certain data engineering and analysis processes, but also the implementation
of real-time application monitoring, certain indicators calculation to determine service’s current state,
develop operational intelligence best practices. Prediction models ought to be evaluated and accuracy
monitoring with thresholds might be done in real-time as well. Therefore, Operational Intelligence,
Machine Learning and Big Data Analytics is an evolving trend in the era of cloud and quantum
computing and has the potential to lead to high-quality data project implementation.
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